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What To Wear Guide

The clothing can really make a big difference to your senior portraits. If you
wear the same type of outfits, for example, all jeans and t-shirts, all baggy
flannel, etc.. There will be no variety and won’t show off all the facets of your
personality.  If you want to look great and get great images, follow these 3
steps.

1. Write down 10 things you want your senior pictures to say about you.
Here are some examples:  happy, fun, silly, positive, playful, carefree,
dramatic, bold, smart, serious, eclectic, edgy.

2. Once you determine what personality traits you want to bring out,
look at different styles and colors. What can you do to change up your
outfits and still be yourself?  Create idea boards on Pinterest to help keep
track of potential outfits.

3. Use me as a resource!   I am available to consult with you before your
session, go through your outfits with you and collaborate with you to decide
what will look best.  If you still are torn on your session day, bring all the outfits
you are considering, and we can decide together which to wear.  It is better to
bring too much than too little, or regret not bringing something at all.

Most senior sessions include 3-5 outfits. Here’s a few ideas to get a
variety.

1. Outfits that are more casual than the suit but can still be fashion-forward. This
could be a layered look, sports jacket, sweater, jean jackets, or more.
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2. Nothing looks sharper than a well-fitted suit. Some guys wear a
three-piece suit, but the majority will go with the slacks and suit jacket with
a tie.
Less is more in terms of color and patterns. You want your outfit to look
good without being the center of attention of the photos. It should look and
feel natural.

.



3. Letterman Jacket and Jersey’s - Your letterman jacket is a great way
to show your school pride as well as highlight some of your high school

accomplishments. You can wear this with your jersey or simply with a t-shirt.
Consider your sport uniform, or college selection and other spirit-wear.

.

4. Paying attention to detail is key. I can help you plan your outfits and color to
match or compliment your location of choice.





5. Mix things up:  collar, no collar, V-neck, short sleeves, long sleeves.  Dark
colors, bright colors, patterns, solids





4- Add Something Fun like their favorite sneaker or converse shoe and

maybe a hat or something unique to their senior outfit. Bring your props

along, showcase who you are at this moment!







Styling Tips & Planning
Remember these are just ideas, always choose clothing that is true to your style and

makes you feel confident.

● Plan Outfits in their Entirety. This means every look should be styled head to toe

including the proper shoes, and jewelry/props. That way you are not missing

anything on the day of the shoot.

● Pick Outfits from Clothing You Know and Love. Senior pictures should be a true

representation of your personality. There is no need to buy a whole new

wardrobe.

● Play with Layers. A denim jacket, blazer, or open button down shirt can help pull

a look together. A well-fitting outer layer will enhance your body’s silhouette and

photograph nicely.

● Vary the Necklines and sleeve lengths

● Plan Ahead with Hair. Everybody’s hair is different, but most haircuts look their

best o to 2 weeks after the initial cut. Guys should shave the day of the shoot,

but be careful with nicks.

● Take Care of your Hands. A natural manicure, with clear or no polish, will help

keep your hands looking presentable. Hands show up in a lot of poses,

especially when working with props.
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● Be Mindful of Your Shoes. Shoes, like hands, can show up in some of your

favorite poses. Make sure to not only have the appropriate footwear per outfit,

but also that shoes are clean and presentable.

● Play with Solid Colors. Natural, solid colors like blue, greens, grays, and whites

will photograph best and work well with most backgrounds. Solid colors work

great especially for close-ups. The focus will be on you rather than your outfit.

● Go for Classic Jewelry and Accessories. Avoid wearing anything too attention

grabbing. Again, the photograph should accentuate your face, eyes, and

personality.

● Consider Glasses Glare. If you do not have a non-glare coating on your lenses,

consider asking your optician to remove your lenses from the frame for the

photo session. Most will do this at no charge, but give them plenty of notice so

there is no rush.

● Personalize your Photos with Props. Have fun and show your personality in your

senior portraits. This can be done through sports equipment, a music

instrument, a hobby, or even a pet.

● Make Sure your Clothing is Pressed. All clothing should be ironed and arrive at

the shoot on hangers. Wrinkles are very obvious in photographs and looks

sloppy.

● Relax and Have Fun! These photos represent a wonderful time in your life and

the experience of taking them should be just as fabulous as the finished
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product. Plus, when you are happy and enjoying yourself it will shine through in

the photos.

DO choose clothing you feel great in!

DO Layer, Layer, Layer

An important part of any camera-ready outfit is interest. The easiest way to
achieve this is by layering. Layers can range from a simple button down or jacket

or anything that you can layer under a sweater or pullover. Anything that adds
multiple colors or textures to your look is a layer. If you want a simple look,

choose solid, muted colors. For more pop, choose patterns or neutral colors with
one bold one.

DON’T be afraid of color

Jewel tones like royal blue, rich dark greens, and plums look amazing in senior
photos! Pair a punch of color with black or white to balance it out. Or, roll with it

and make a statement by pairing a bold piece with a pattern.

DO bring a variety of looks

Since the Signature Senior portraits session comes with multiple outfit changes,
we always encourage our seniors to choose different styles- at least one casual

look and a more polished one. This ensures a good variety of final images to
choose from and you may find that you like one over the other. Jeans are always



a staple, but can be dressed up or down depending on what you wear with them..
You want your senior photos to reflect ALL of your styles!

Don't forget to hang up your clothes to keep them neat

Wrinkles are your worst enemy. They cannot be edited out easily and make your
photos look sloppy. No one wants that. If an item can’t be neatly folded and keep
its shape, then bring it on a hanger. Running a steamer over clothes before your

session is a good idea or a tumble in the dryer with a damp washcloth works well
too. Collars should be shaped and lay neatly.



















How to Choose Your
Clothing Colors

Have you ever considered which clothing colors might be best suited to

you?

Choosing the right colors is another part of the equation for dressing

well. Colors that suit you will flatter and enhance your look. Combine

that with smart tailoring and you’ll always be sharply dressed.

Understanding the colors that suit you can also help you to step outside

of your “box.” Many people are afraid to experiment with color, sticking

to a relatively bland palette. When you know which tones will look

flattering, you can experiment with new looks.

Here are some tips to know about choosing clothing colors to suit:

Know your skin tone
Skin tone is the place to start when figuring out “your colors.” Similarly,

anyone who dyes their hair or wears make-up should start with their



skin tone. You can find trained associates or tailors who are able to help

you pinpoint what your own tone is, or you can take a few minutes to

discern it for yourself.

When we talk about skin tone for defining the colors that suit you, we’re

not talking about your skin color per se, but the undertone that reflects

through. Your outer skin color may change according to a number of

factors (such as sun exposure or use of medications), but your

undertone tends to remain constant. Depending on your undertone,

there will be colors that particularly flatter and some that should be

avoided.

The three main undertones are cool, warm or neutral. Those who are

“warm” will have green, yellow or golden undertones, “cool” has a

bluish undertone while neutral is generally difficult to discern between

these tones.
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Determining your skin tone
Here are a few different tests for determining your skin tone:

1. Look at the veins on your palm or wrist. People with warm
undertones have green-looking veins while people with cool
undertones have blue-looking veins. Someone who has neutral
undertones may have the appearance of both or simply be difficult
to determine.

2. Hold a piece of white paper up to your face and compare how your
skin looks in contrast to that piece of paper. Skin that looks green,
yellowish or light brown will tend to be warm-toned. If your skin
looks blue, pink or rosy then you are probably cool-toned. If your
skin appears to be grey or ashen, you are likely neutral-toned. A tip
here is that if your skin is overly tanned or you have a skin
condition affecting the color, get someone else to look at the color
in the crease behind your ear as this is usually unaffected.

3. Under natural light, wear gold jewelry on one wrist and silver on
the other. Look at each hand to figure out which enhances your
complexion better. If it’s the silver, then you are probably
cool-toned while if it’s the gold, you’re probably warm-toned.
Neutral is a possibility if it is difficult to determine a winner.

4. Consider how your skin reacts to the sun. People who tan easily
instead of burning tend to have warm undertones. People who
burn easily tend to have cool undertones, although sometimes
people with dark, ebony skin that doesn’t easily burn may also
have cool undertones. People with neutral skin tones may either
tan or burn, however they won’t have an obvious appearance of
yellow, olive or ruddy skin.

5. Eye color. If your eyes have golden flecks they will tend to be
enhanced by warm-tone colors. Blue or grey flecks can be



enhanced by cool tones. It is often the case that warm-toned
people have brown, hazel or amber eyes, while cool-toned people
have blue, gray or green eyes.

6. Hair color. Using your natural color, warm tones will tend to have
red, orange or yellow undertones while cool tones will usually
have silver or ash undertones.

One thing that is important to note is that, while your overall skin or hair

color may vary over time, your undertones remain constant. Also, while

determining your undertones is a great place to start when choosing

flattering colors, it doesn’t mean you have to slavishly stick with those

colors. If there are colors that you particularly like that aren’t part of

your undertone palette, then consider wearing splashes of that color,

such as with accessories.



Colors for your undertone
Which colors are suited to each undertone? The table below shows

color palettes that are flattering for each:

Tone Colors to go for Neutrals Colors to
avoid

Warm
-
toned

Honey, Olive, Coral, Cream,
Gold,
Peacock blue, Oranges,
Magenta,Reds
and Amber.

Taupe,
Winter
white,
Hot
chocolat
e,
Cream

Jeweled or
icy shades.

Cool-
toned

Royal Blue, Bright Blue,
Lavender,
Rose, Gray, Emerald,
Amethyst, Deep
purple, Ruby, Bright rose.

Gray,
Navy,
Crisp
White

Oranges
and
yellows

Neutr
al

Medium blue, Jade, Peach,
Dusty
Pink, White

Taupe,
Gray,
Off-white

Vibrant
or bright
colors.
Toned-dow
n
yellows
will work.

Your main skin shade can also determine which colors will look the best

on you. One rule of thumb is that colors which create a contrast in

brightness with your main skin tone can be flattering. For example,



“jewel” tones like ruby or emerald can flatter paler skin, while oranges

and yellows can flatter darker skin, no matter what the undertone is.

“Universal” colors
There are some shades that strike just the right balance between warm

and cool. These colors tend to work on everyone, no matter what their

skin undertone is. It’s useful to know these colors, especially if you’re

looking for something to wear in a pinch or if you need to outfit multiple

people (bridesmaids, groomsmen, uniforms, etc.). Here they are:

● Stone
● Teal
● Eggplant
● Sand Pink
● True Red
● Navy.

Pantone color examples (L -R): Stone, Teal, Eggplant, Sand Pink

Coordinating your wardrobe



When you’re putting together a wardrobe, selecting clothes that will mix

and match is your best way to ensure you always have something to

wear. This includes assessing your colors and having the right mix of

them.

It’s important to understand how colors work together, so here’s a quick

primer. Basically, colors are made up of primary (red, yellow and blue),

secondary (a combination of the primary colors) and tertiary colors (a

combination of primary and secondary colors).

The color wheel is a great tool for viewing the different colors and how

they work together. When matching colors:

● Those that are directly opposite on the color wheel are
complementary. For example, red with green or yellow with blue.

● Analogous colors are where two or three are matched that are
immediately next to one another on the color wheel.

● Triadic colors are a combination that are equidistant from one
another (like a triangle) on the color wheel.

You can often put muted tones from what you see on the color wheel

together, especially if you feel that the colors on the wheel are too bold.



You might also choose to go with a monotone chromatic color scheme,

which is where you select a single hue and its variations. This can be a

bit bland, so it’s a good idea to spice it up with some pops of color from

accessories or accents.



A monotone achromatic color scheme consists of only neutral tones

ranging from black to white. Using this color scheme with one bright

color as a highlight can be an effective way to dress professionally.

Final thoughts
Choosing colors that really suit you can be tricky. People often have a

tendency to either just pick colors that they like or to choose “safe”

colors that might not be so flattering.

Knowing the colors that suit you can help you to look sharp for any

occasion and to present well professionally. We always recommend that

you get the help of a seasoned tailor to determine your colors – this way

you can wear the right tones and purchase clothes that are a perfect fit.


